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	Cosmetic Dermatology: Products and Procedures provides a comprehensive compendium of the approaches cosmetic dermatolgists can apply for their patients. It is structured by use within a daily routine so the dermatologist can provide a complete solution for their patients. It reviews skin physiology and the delivery systems of cosmetics, and how they affect the skin. It then looks sequentially at hygiene products for cleaning and mositurizing the skin, adornment products for colouring before looking at antiaging techniques for rejuvenating the skin and their applications as therapeutics.


	 Using short, tightly focused chapters written by recognized experts, Cosmetic Dermatology: Products and Procedures

	
		Covers cosmetic applications for hygiene, adornment and antiaging
	
		Reviews the full range of cosmetic products and procedures
	
		Provides both therapeutic and aesthetic applications
	
		Comprises concise, highly focused chapters enabling the reader to gather a thorough understanding
	
		 References key significant evidence presented for each chapter
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SolarWinds Orion Network Performance MonitorPackt Publishing, 2013

	An essential guide for installing, implementing, and calibrating SolarWinds Orion NPM


	Overview

	
		Master wireless monitoring and the control of wireless access points
	
		Learn how to respond quickly and efficiently to network issues with SolarWinds Orion NPM.
	
		Build impressive...
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Algorithms for Visual Design Using the Processing LanguageJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
How has design changed through the use of computers? Is it still valid to assume that a designer is in control of a design concept? What if there is a lack of predictability over what was intended by the designer and what came out on the computer’s screen? Is computer programming necessary in design today?

This book is about...
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Modern X86 Assembly Language Programming: Covers x86 64-bit, AVX, AVX2, and AVX-512Apress, 2018

	
		Since the invention of the personal computer, software developers have used x86 assembly language
	
		to create innovative solutions for a wide variety of algorithmic challenges. During the early days of the
	
		PC era, it was common practice to code large portions of a program or complete applications using x86
	
		assembly...
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Technologies for Home NetworkingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
A broad overview of the home networking field, ranging from wireless technologies to practical applications
In the future, it is expected that private networks (e.g., home networks) will become part of the global network ecosystem, participating in sharing their own content, running IP-based services, and possibly becoming service providers...
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CCSP SNPA Official Exam Certification Guide (3rd Edition)Cisco Press, 2006
CCSP SNPA Exam Certification Guide, Third Edition, is an excellent self-study resource for
the CCSP SNPA exam. Passing the exam validates the knowledge and ability to configure,
operate, and manage Cisco PIX 500 Series Security Appliances and Cisco ASA 5500 Series
Adaptive Security Appliances. It is one of several exams required to...
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Making TeX Work (A Nutshell handbook)O'Reilly, 1994

	
		TeX is a powerful tool for creating professional quality typeset text and is unsurpassed at typesetting mathematical equations, scientific text, and multiple languages. Many books describe how you use TeX to construct sentences, paragraphs, and chapters. Until now, no book has described all the software that actually lets you build,...
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